**CHALLENGE LIST**

**REGISTER HERE**

**ONGOING CHALLENGES: (10 Points Each)**

- Follow @HofstraAlumni on Twitter
- Follow @AlumniOfHofstra on Instagram
- Got a new job? Promotion? Had a baby? Got married? Started a business? Send an email with your class note to GOLD@Hofstra.edu with the subject line “Class Note for #HofstraHunt”
- Sign Up for an Alumni Card – Please note when signing up that you are a participant in #HofstraHunt
- Make a Gift to Hofstra $1 - $100
- Make a Gift to Hofstra $101+ (15 Points)
- Attend any or all of the following events: (10 points per event you attend)
  - Fall Festival 2015
  - GOLD Fall Networking Event 2015
  - NYC Holiday Party 2015
  - GOLD Sporting Event 2016
  - GOLD Speed Networking Event 2016
  - Any Regional Networking Event 2016

**MONTHLY CHALLENGES: (10 Points Each)**

*Each Monthly Challenge must be completed within its specified month*

*September – Share a #TBT photo of yourself at Fall Festival on Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag #HofstraHunt – 5 bonus points will be awarded for sharing a picture of yourself at the 2015 Fall Festival using the hashtag #HofstraHunt

*October – Share the name of a professor or faculty member that you think should win the Teacher of the Year Award on Twitter using the hashtag #HofstraHunt*
November – If you could network with anyone in the world at our GOLD Fall Networking Party who would it be and what would you talk about? Share a photo & your answer on Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag #HofstraHunt 5 bonus points will be awarded for sharing a picture of yourself at the 2015 Fall Networking Party using the hashtag #HofstraHunt

December – Share a picture of yourself wearing your Ugliest Holiday Sweater on Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag #HofstraHunt 5 bonus points will be awarded for sharing a picture of yourself at the 2015 NYC Holiday Party using the hashtag #HofstraHunt

January – Post your favorite Hofstra Athletics or Student Activity memory to Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag #HofstraHunt

February – Post a picture of yourself and other Alumni or Family & Friends wearing Hofstra swag on Instagram using the hashtag #HofstraHunt

March – Share a fun fact about the Hofstra Campus for the incoming Class of 2019 on Twitter using hashtag #HofstraHunt

April – If you could wear any designer outfit to the Hofstra Gala what would it be? Share a picture of it on Instagram using the hashtag #HofstraHunt

**Winners Will Receive:**

1st Place – 2 Tickets to the 2016 Gala
2nd Place – 2 Tickets to the 2016 Fall Festival
3rd Place – 2 Tickets to the 2016 NYC Holiday Party

**If the winner is not local and cannot attend these events, a Hofstra Swag Bag, or tickets to any local regional event will be alternate prizes**

Total Points Available = 220
Minimum Points Needed to Qualify to Win = 125

Challenge Begins: September 1, 2015
Challenge Ends: April 22, 2016

TWITTER: @HofstraAlumni
INSTAGRAM: @AlumniOfHofstra

Have Questions?
Email: Breanne.Lisco@Hofstra.edu